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Information Systems for Biotechnology (ISB) hosted the Environmental Risk
Assessment Modeling Workshop II on October 9 and 10 in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. The Workshop was convened to evaluate and extend the net fitness
approach of Muir and Howard (2001, 2002) to plants for use in predicting the
spread of a transgene in a wild population. William Muir and Richard Howard
have described and developed a net fitness model to investigate the ecological
risks of species extinction or invasiveness posed by deployment of transgenic
organisms in nature (Muir and Howard, 2001; 2002). Their work, considering a
model system of Japanese medaka modified through insertion of a growth
hormone gene, gave rise to the Trojan Gene Hypothesis, which posits, �Pleiotro-
pic effects of transgenes that have antagonistic effects on net fitness compo-
nents can result in unexpected hazards, such as local extinction of the species
containing the transgene (Muir and Howard, 1999).� An earlier ISB workshop
addressed the use of the net fitness approach for assessing risks posed by
transgenic animals (Hallerman, 2002). A forthcoming white paper discusses
suggestions from that workshop to enhance the utility of the model as a tool for
regulatory assessment of the risks posed by transgenic animal release to the
environment.

For this second Environmental Risk Assessment Modeling Workshop, an invited
panel of experts in evolutionary biology, population and quantitative genetics, and
ecology, as well as specialists in regulatory risk assessment, considered the net
fitness model for its applicability to plants. Discussion centered on applications
and limitations to plants, suggested improvements that extend the model to
transgenic plant species, recommendations for testing the model, and the potential
for integration of the model into regulatory decision-making. The discussion was
prefaced by a series of talks focused on key aspects of extending the net fitness
approach. Dr. Muir described the net fitness model and provided examples of
how it might be applied to considerations of crop-to-wild gene flow. Dr. Mark
Cooper of Pioneer Hi-Bred International introduced the E(NK) model and
discussed how it could be linked to the net fitness model to provide context-
dependent information to address genotype by environment (GxE) interactions.
Dr. Bruce Walsh of the University of Arizona discussed incorporating concepts
of natural selection into gene frequency considerations. Dr. Guilherme Rosa of
Michigan State University overviewed methods to improve stochastic utility of
the net fitness model using Bayesian inference and Monte Carlo methods.
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Muir and Howard describe six net fitness components that allow
quantitative prediction of the outcome of natural selection: juvenile
viability, age to sexual maturity, mating success, female fecundity,
male fertility, and adult viability. Estimates of these net fitness
components for alternative genotypes can be incorporated into a
model that predicts changes in gene frequency and population size.
This information can be used to quantify the probability for
transgene spread from domestic to wild species.

This  Workshop considered the conceptual approach and data
needs for extension of the net fitness approach for addressing crop
to wild gene flow. Presentations and discussion also addressed the
broadening and strengthening of the approach through integration
of the net fitness model with consideration of

(1)  The consequences of gene by environment (G×E) interac-
tions;

(2)  The within and between generation changes occurring
with multi-gene selection in the presence of gene correla-
tions;

(3)  The degree to which the transgene behaves as a major
gene; and,

(4)  Statistical approaches to deal with the uncertainties in
prediction of model outcomes.

Discussants recognized the value of the net fitness approach as a
tool for assessing exposure (that is the probability for transgene
spread in a wild population) as an aspect of the long-term risk of
transgenic plant deployment. There was further recognition of the
general applicability of the net fitness approach to plants, although
the nature of the model structure and parameterization will prove
case dependent based on the particular crop and receiving popula-
tion that is considered. Integration of the net fitness model with
models considering consequences G×E was deemed of high value.

The ability to acquire sufficient data to parameterize models was
seen as the greatest difficulty to integration and extension of the
net fitness approach. Discussion led to recognition that verification
of the approach perhaps could be achieved through

(1)  Consideration of a genetic �lab rat� such as Drosophila
for which existing data could be used to populate the
model;

(2)  Development of a model system such as a glasshouse
system with Arabidopsis where environmental zones and
spatial structure provide for determination of net fitness
within the context of a diverse set of environments;

(3)  Use of fundamental data for antagonistic genes (such as
insecticide resistance, sickle cell, or other major gene
effects) for determining the degree to which major gene/
polygene concepts may apply to the spread of a transgene
into a new background;

http://www.isb.vt.edu
mailto:rirwin@vt.edu
mailto:news@nbiap.biochem.vt.edu
http://www.isb.vt.edu
mailto:isb@vt.edu
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(4)  Consideration of how the model predicts behavior
of well-studied invasive plant species;

(5)  Consideration of existing data for closely related
crop and wild species occupying similar populations
of environments (examples such as sugar-beet�sea
beet, canola�wild mustard, cultivated�wild sun
flower may prove useful); and/or,

(6)  Development of verification datasets for transgenic
crops which are actively of concern relative to
issues of crop-to-wild gene flow (cotton, Brassica,
turf grasses, and conifers were suggested).

Each of these suggested approaches has limitations in terms
of the data richness that may be achieved and the degree to
which outcomes may be usefully applied to other plant
species. The greater the number of these diverse ap-
proaches that can be used for verification, the greater will
be the certainty of model predictiveness.

If verification of the integrated net fitness approach can be
satisfactorily developed from one or more of these ap-
proaches, subsequent extension of the approach to regula-
tory risk assessments will require development of simplified
screening level models that can address

(1)  Less rich data sets with high associated uncertain
ties; and,

(2)  Representative environmental scenarios, rather
than the total population of receiving environments
into which a transgenic plant may be deployed.

This may be achievable using probabilistic approaches that
capture and integrate uncertainties into the overall evalua-
tion of transgene spread. Workshop participants were
introduced to concepts of Monte Carlo analysis and Baye-
sian statistics as a means whereby the integrated net fitness
model could become stochastic.

Current regulatory schema within North America (princi-
pally Appendix II of the Canada and US Bilateral Agree-
ment on Agricultural Biotechnology) provide a process for
development of the requisite data to parameterize the net
fitness model. Workshop participants recognized an impor-
tant justification for the data requested in the Canada�US
bilateral agreement on ecological data could be its useful-
ness in assessing gene flow through an integrated net
fitness model.

Development of transgenic plants has a strong genetic
thrust. Broadening the genetic research thrust of develop-
ment activities to more explicitly recognize and encompass
ecological consequences of transgenic plant release to the

environment in terms of the long-term consequences of
gene flow on wild receiving populations is an area where
further research support will advance understanding of
transgenic plant risks and benefits.

The Muir risk assessment model and its application
to crop plants

Muir and Howard described a first generation model
predicting the effects of net fitness components on
changes in transgene frequencies within a natural receiv-
ing population of con- and heterospecific organisms. This
model provides insight as to whether a transgene intro-
duced into a population of closely related organisms may
spread and become fixed and predominate (that is, if the
transgene confers invasive characteristics to the host) or
whether that gene will become extinct. A key objective in
advancing and expanding the net fitness approach is to
develop ways whereby risk can be quantified in a manner
that is transparent, objectively formulated, and to the
greatest extent possible removes perception from the
formulation, assessment, and communication of risk.

A leading encumbrance to the use of quantitative risk
assessment for evaluation of transgenics is that definitions
of risk are not universal. Muir has described risk and its
components in a manner consistent with the National
Research Council�s �Red Book� (NRC, 1983) (and its
quantitative application in a context consistent with eco-
logical risk assessment). Thus, harm (an undesirable
outcome) is considered from the standpoint of hazard
(harm as affected by the potential environmental stressor)
and exposure (the environmental occurrence of the
stressor). Risk is the likelihood of harm resulting from the
hazard being manifested under environmentally relevant
conditions. Thus, in the case of a transgene as stressor, the
risk is a joint probability of harm given the transgene
spreads, P(H/E), and the probability of the transgene
spreading, P(E):

Risk = P(H/E)*P(E)

Recognizing that because of the near infinite number of
biotic interactions possible in and between ecosystems, it is
not realistic to anticipate all possible harms. For those
harms that can be anticipated, such as species displace-
ment or extinction, the probability of such an event result-
ing cannot be predicted with our current state of the
science even with foreknowledge that invasion by a given
species or GM organism will occur. As such, the current
focus in net fitness modeling is to quantify exposure�the
ability for the transgene to escape, become fixed within a
natural population, and spread.
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Quantifying the ability of the transgene to spread can be
approached directly and is amenable to universal rules of
population genetics dependent on natural selection; it,
therefore, represents the part of the risk formulation that
population biology can address. Making the case that
exposure (that is, transgene spread) approaches zero
indicates that risk approaches zero as a consequence. This
approach cannot eliminate the need to assess for rare
events with catastrophic consequences; but given that
these consequences cannot be demonstrated on regulatory
timescales, the emphasis must remain on cautious predic-
tion of transgene spread as a necessary first step in risk
assessment.

Predicting the outcome of natural selection is a two step
process involving (1) estimation of net fitness components
for alternative genotypes, and (2) incorporation of param-
eters into a model that predicts change in gene frequency
and population size. Prout (1971) originally described the
relationship of net fitness components and population
prediction, stressing a general approach with a small set of
components, encompassing the entire life cycle, and
amenable to experimental evaluation. Net fitness compo-
nents and life history characteristics are synonymous
terms. As reformulated and expanded by Muir and
Howard, six net fitness components allow for the quantita-
tive description of the outcome of natural selection�
juvenile viability, age to sexual maturity, mating success,
female fecundity, male fertility, and adult viability. In
animals it makes sense to separate these components
because the act of mating not only ensures delivery of the
male gametes to the receptor, but can also preclude that
female from mating with other males. In plants, however,
some of these components may be combined, such as
mating success and fertility.

The applicability of these net fitness parameters proves
case dependent when applied to considerations of crop-to-
wild gene flow. Juvenile viability describes the success in
proceeding from fertile seeds to adults and will reflect the
nature of the trait expressed by the transgene (for instance,
host plant resistance to insect pests due to Bt toxin expres-
sion or competitive ability acquired through increased
growth rate both affect juvenile viability). Age to sexual
maturity affects the intrinsic rate of natural increase (for
example, earlier maturity may increase the time over which
flowering may occur and lead to greater viable seed
production). Mating success can be thought of as a mea-
sure of out-crossing success and may include ability to
attract pollinators, timing of pollination, pollen density, pollen
survival, distance traveled, and ability of a pollen grain to
fertilize an egg given that it falls on the receptor. Fecundity

can be measured as viable seed number. Adult viability
(longevity) reflects the number of reproductive opportuni-
ties within a lifetime and will differ according to the nature
of the crop considered. Implementing the net fitness
approach for plants seems reasonable in light of data
describing attributes of invasive plant species where net
fitness parameters representing age at sexual maturity,
fertility, and fecundity appear to be consequential discrimi-
nators of invasive versus non-invasiveness (see for in-
stance Rejmanek and Richardson, 1996).

Changes in net fitness components for a transgene entering
into a natural population may represent effects of the
transgene itself or may reflect pleiotropic effects associated
with the genetic background of the transgenic crop. For
instance, a crop-wild hybrid may convey traits that increase
(for instance, increased seed size and seed number) or
decrease (uniformity of seed set, failure of seed to disperse)
the net fitness in a wild population. The degree to which
these background effects are linked to the transgene will be
of consequence to the evolutionary fate of the transgene in
the wild. If the transgene is inserted adjacent to polymorphic
genes that affect fitness in some way,  the joint effects of
these genes must be considered because, although linkage
effects dissipate in the long term as recombination events
occur, in the short term linkage disequilibrium will be high
because of hybridization upon out-crossing. Because
transgenes are usually inserted into domesticated plants,
which have been selected for increased productivity but are
poorly adapted to natural environments, the transgene will
most likely be linked with maladaptive alleles under natural
conditions. Thus, linkage disequilibrium presents a challenge
and an opportunity. A challenge is presented because use of
the net fitness approach would underestimate the true
benefit of the transgene in natural environments. An
opportunity because such linkage may cause such a severe
fitness disadvantage that the transgene would be eliminated
by natural selection before recombination had an opportu-
nity to separate the genes.

Using the E(NK) model to study genotype by envi-
ronment (GxE) interactions

Ecological factors are important determinates for predicting
the effects of net fitness parameters on natural selection.
Thus, spatial explicitness may be necessary to account for
the context dependence of genetic models and their
application to risk assessment. Mark Cooper�s presentation
emphasized the value added to plant breeding strategies
when variation across the target population of environ-
ments (TPE) was considered. Additive models for recruit-
ment selection gains uniformly tend to over-predict the
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realized gain. Focusing on GxE interactions (and GxExM�
genotype by environment by management�interactions in
the case of cultivated crops) allows for an understanding of
how GxE may shift a trait (or suite of traits) within the
population over time. Tightness in the GxE interaction
explains the contribution of the environmental component
and, thus, indicates when environmental considerations
may drive natural selection to secondary optima in the
response landscape.

The E(NK) model of Cooper (Cooper and Podlich, 2002)
represents the extension to diploid plants of a model first
formulated by Kaufman (1993), which describes environ-
mental variance as related to the number of genes and
interconnections involved in traits that may be components
of fitness. The E(NK) model evaluates topological features
of networks in a way that is useful for making connections
to gene networks that interact. It provides insight as to how
often we might be surprised at the outcomes of crop gene
entry into a native population because of genotype by
environment interactions that result in natural selection for
a secondary optimum.

The environmental component E within the E(NK) model is
a way to capture the environments that underlie the gene
response and describe effects of genes as they are
switched on within a TPE. These can be described as
epistatic networks, P=E(NK) + e, where P is phenotype, N
is gene number, K is the average number of connections
among other genes in the genetic background, and e is
error. The E(NK) model allows for consideration of the
likelihood of correlation between gene responses in differ-
ent environments. E(NK) is a �shrinkage parameter�
where the shrinkage corrects for the observed versus
predicted response and is dynamically pegged to genetics.

The net fitness model can be linked with an E(NK) model
to be made context dependent. The utility of this approach
may be in evaluating a trait under a broader number of
environments, which globally improves the ability to predict
the outcome of transgene occurrence in a natural popula-
tion. Investigating the range of expectations that may be
realized in practice within a context-dependent TPE for
representative cases of crop-to-wild gene flow may allow
for development of a screening level net fitness model that
is able to differentiate gene flow events of high to moder-
ate risk from low risk events. Because of the size of the
TPE, a comprehensive analysis of all potential environ-
ments for transgene occurrence is unlikely; therefore,
development of likely scenarios and representative evalua-
tive environments will be necessary to usefully employ the
linked model approach.

How to incorporate changes due to natural selection
into the fitness model

As introduced in the presentations of Muir and Cooper, the
direction of evolution for a transgene entering into a wild
population is influenced by the genetic backgrounds into
which the transgene is introduced and more importantly by
changes in net fitness as a result of natural selection on
that genetic background. To address this latter topic, Bruce
Walsh described estimates of breeding value associated
with a multi-gene trait. In selective breeding, a change in
the direct selection may also drag along another trait to
develop a between generation change (in the presence of
genetic correlations). Therefore, selection outcomes must
be considered for within and between generation changes
in traits. Correlation in breeding values can be evaluated by
developing a phenotypic covariance matrix, (the same as
the GxE equation with the various traits treated as environ-
ments, both approaches are outgrowths of the Falconer
(1961) model) and a genetic covariance matrix. This results
in a multidimensional breeders� equation that has a selec-
tion gradient (P-1S = b, where P is the phenotypic variance
covariance matrix, S is a vector of selection differential,
and b is a vector of responses) which measures the direct
selection on a character. The within generation response
will not move in the same direction as will the underlying
optimal response vector that reflects the multi-gene trait
selection gradient. These observations have important
correlates to understanding how a transgene (and the
associated genetic background) entering into a natural
population will behave within and between generations to
influence the net fitness outcome.

Walsh provided further context to understanding the
importance of genetic correlates in the background of a
crop-wild hybrid by describing ways in which a transgene
may act as a major gene. Major genes often impart
negative effects on viability fitness that are later attenuated
by natural selection on the background genotype to modify
the effect to become less negative. Major genes include
such traits as dwarfism. Thus, the degree to which a
transgene behaves as a major gene is critical to net fitness
considerations. Lande (1983) originally considered two
(often antagonistic) fitness effects of the major gene; a
major gene may improve one aspect of fitness (for in-
stance, yield) and negatively affect another (perhaps water
use efficiency). In fact, a major gene influencing one trait
will likely influence a number of other secondary traits that
are under polygenic control. Thus, the dynamics for the
background polygenes are such that response over time for
the major gene effect is lost due to the negative conse-
quences of the polygene effects with which the major gene
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is associated. If the frequency of a major allele is suffi-
ciently rare, it may initially increase, and then be selected
toward zero due to the background polygene effects. On
the other hand, if the major gene is sufficiently common, it
will become fixed (in most cases). Consequently, it is
important to understand what constitutes sufficient rarity
for a transgene frequency that it would disappear from a
population. This aspect of transgene flow is not well
enough understood to predict at this point.

Stochastic events, error in parameter estimation, and
credibility intervals in predictions

Initial considerations of net fitness modeling for environ-
mental risk assessment identified incorporation of
stochasticity as a needed component in order that biological
and statistical variance and uncertainty be addressed.
There are numerous ways this may be approached. The
Workshop focused on Bayesian inferences as a formal tool
that is compatible with the needs of risk assessment,
because the approach has formalized rules for describing
variance and uncertainty in input distributions that are
captured in the descriptions and communication of model-
ing outcomes.

Guilherme Rosa presented an overview of Bayesian
inference and its applicability to model stochasticity into the
net fitness model. The utility of the approach lies in making
probability inferences for quantities about which we wish
to learn�that is, its explicit use of probability to model
uncertainty. This facilitates a common-sense interpretation
of statistical conclusions (Gelman et al., 2003; Shoemaker
et al., 1999).

Bayesian inference regarding a parameter (or a set of
parameters) q is described in terms of probability state-
ments. These probability statements are conditional on the
observed data y, represented as a posterior distribution
p(q|y). The posterior distribution p(q|y), obtained using the
basic property of conditional probability known as Bayes�s
rule, is given by

Equivalently, if the factor p(y) is omitted, which can be
considered a constant with y fixed, the posterior distribution
can be expressed as

where p(q) is the prior distribution of q and p(y|q) is the
sampling distribution (or sampling model). Through p(q),

any prior information about q can be incorporated into the
model. Using then Bayes�s rule, the prior distribution is up-
dated with the information coming from the observed data,
using the function p(y|q)�which is proportional to the
likelihood function.

Modern computing techniques that are based on (pseudo-)
random number sequences, such as Markov Chain Monte
Carlo methods, play a central role in Bayesian data analy-
sis. Features of the posterior distribution of q can be
approximated by drawing samples of q from p(q|y) using,
for example, a Gibbs sampler algorithm (Robert and
Casella, 1999).

The process of Bayesian data analysis can be idealized by
dividing it into the following three steps (Gelman et al.,
2003): 1) Setting up a full probability model, which com-
prises the choice of the sampling model and the prior
distribution; 2) Conditioning on observed data, i.e., calculat-
ing and interpreting the posterior distribution; and 3) Eval-
uating the fit of the model and how sensitive are the results
to the modeling assumptions, including the prior distribution.

An important consideration is the way priors concerning
the input distributions are built. This can appear subjective
without rigorous sensitivity analysis to ascertain the degree
to which prior assumptions (for instance, as to distribution
scale and shape) contribute to uncertainty in the model
prediction (in the form of the fitness estimate, variance,
and the model itself). This model uncertainty can be
addressed in part through model checking of assumptions,
comparisons with alternative assumptions, and averaging
over alternatives.

Bayesian decision analysis is a further useful tool arising
from Bayesian inference that is well suited to risk analysis.
It involves optimization over decisions as well as averaging
over uncertainties and can be defined by the following
steps (Gelman et al., 2003): 1) Enumeration of the space of
all possible decisions and outcomes; 2) Determination of
probability distributions of outcomes for each decision
option; 3) Definition of a utility function mapping outcomes
onto the real numbers; and 4) Choosing the decision with
the highest expected utility as a function of the decision.
This approach allows for risk managers to select the most
appropriate analytical path to pursue during problem
formulation for a subsequent risk assessment.

Modeling needs within a risk assessment context

Determining where to integrate a net fitness approach into
regulatory risk assessments requires an understanding of

p(UUUUU |y)~~~~~ p(UUUUU )p(y |UUUUU )

p ( UUUUU | y ) =             =
p ( UUUUU , y )      p ( UUUUU ) p ( y | UUUUU )

p ( y )             p ( y )
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the logical endpoints for assessing gene flow risk. Given
the recognized limitation in defining the effect of transgene
spread on the environment, exposure endpoints that
describe the ability or probability for the transgene to
escape, to fix within a natural population, and to spread
represent a practicable first step for current risk-driven
decision-making. Part of the difficulty in arriving at a
consensus endpoint relates to differing perspectives of risk
assessors as to the time scale of concern for the assess-
ment. Because regulatory decisions are made on time
scales of years, and that conclusions concerning net fitness
effects of the transgene are validated only over multiple
generations, a stepwise use of endpoints with appropriate
mitigation/monitoring options appears logical. Such a
stepwise assessment must be implemented in a way that
recognizes that for some transgenic plants (for instance,
trees and grasses) there may be limited ability for
transgene recall from the environment.

The particular endpoints selected and the method by which
they are developed and evaluated are of necessity case-
and model-specific due to the widely varied nature of
transgenic plants that may need to be assessed. For
instance, whereas viable pollen flow would appear a logical
first tier endpoint for assessing transgene escape from an
annual crop species, a similar consideration for a perennial
crop would include both pollen flow and seed dispersal.
Similarly, vegetative propagation of clonal material may be
of importance for environmental dissemination of grass-
expressed transgenes. Transgene escape in itself does not
impact subsequent generations of a receiving population
unless gene transmission occurs; therefore, measurements
of out-crossing represent a second tier consideration when
evidence for physical escape of transgenes (such as pollen
flow) is present. Measurements of stable gene introgres-
sion and expression over subsequent generations are a third
tier consideration that, if warranted, could be measured
within the timeframe of regulatory decision-making.

Net fitness modeling could be most useful in terms of
predicting stable gene introgression and could be usefully
employed in a screening form for cases where there is
demonstrated crop-wild hybridization. In this mode, the
regulator would assess the probability of transgene spread
to the wild population and differentiate high to moderate
probability from low probability cases. For the moderate
probability instances, additional evaluation of net fitness
parameters would be warranted in order to refine risk.
Appendix II of the Canada and United States Bilateral
Agreement on Agricultural Biotechnology (http://
www.inspection.gc.ca/english/plaveg/bio/int/
appenannex2e.pdf) describes the essential elements

considered by the participating agencies for the environ-
mental characterization of transgenic plants. This guidance
encompasses many of the net fitness parameters neces-
sary for evaluating risk of transgene spread and therefore
could serve to populate a screening model. Further clarifi-
cation by the regulatory community of the nature, se-
quence, and rationale for data generation (within the
context of net fitness) would serve to guide data generators
as to appropriate levels and timing of data generation.

The net fitness model used within the screening context is
an obvious filter for a host of scenarios. The model itself
can help to answer how much uncertainty in input param-
eters needs to be reduced in order that regulators may
better discriminate a moderate-high level concern from a
low level concern. Thus, the context-dependent aspects of
transgenic plant deployment within varied environments
(and management strategies) could be modeled through
scenario building. In this way the variance in predicted
outcomes can be described. For a transgenic plant with a
high to moderate risk of spread leading to a potential
adverse effect, perhaps scenario-specific cases may be
identified that are low risk, allowing for deployment within
a given set of environmental management constraints while
eliminating others.

Uncertainty analysis for the stochastic implementation of
the screening level net fitness model would provide insight
into what additional information would best reduce uncer-
tainty to manageable levels. Stepwise approaches to data
generation and assessment may be amenable to formalized
approaches such as sequential decision theory, which could
be used to encourage data generators and regulatory
decision-makers to consider development of additional data
to clarify uncertainties. The desirability of further data
generation needs to consider the time, cost, and regulatory
burden of generating the data as well as the value of the
data to the risk assessment and decision-making process.

Adapting the net fitness model for plants

In using the net fitness model for plants, there is the
opportunity for significant GxExM interactions requiring
consideration of the spatial implications of transgene entry
into the environment. The nature of the transgenic crop
deployment will govern to some degree the environmental
effects on net fitness (for instance, due to the relative size
of the transgenic source population compared to the non-
transgenic receiving population, size of buffers, or spatio-
temporal segregation). Both annual and perennial crops
have important but different responses within the environ-
ment, therefore different approaches to spatially explicit

http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/plaveg/bio/int/appenannex2e.pdf
http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/plaveg/bio/int/appenannex2e.pdf
http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/plaveg/bio/int/appenannex2e.pdf
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models may need to be considered for a given application
of the net fitness model.

In addition to the need to incorporate considerations of
environmental context, the migration-selection component
of the integrated risk assessment model needs to be built.
Addressing the subtleties of gene linkages and the associ-
ated within and between generation shifts that may occur
is necessary to determine the various local optima within
the evolutionary landscape that might be possible for a
given suite of net fitness components.

Because of the case and context specific nature of the
outcomes for net fitness modeling, the modeling approach
will need to accommodate alternative data structures for
description of fitness components. For instance, fecundity
will be differentially represented for the case of a perennial
tree with significant seed dispersal versus an annual crop
where seeds are harvested. Different scenarios for
transgene spread will arise dependent on the plant and the
envisioned management. For instance, for the example of
transgenic turfgrass, evaluation is keyed to the intended
management scenario (intensively managed golf greens
where gene transmission is by way of vegetative propaga-
tion). A secondary scenario, which considers seed produc-
tion and pollen flow when a golf course is abandoned and
goes to seed, is important as well. In this case, there will be
differential fitness components for the clonal material
(ramens) versus for crop-wild hybrids that may arise from
out-crossing.

Data needs for net fitness modeling

As the foregoing examples point out, data needs will differ
depending on the case and scenario modeled. For a
clonally propagated plant, data on clonal rates of reproduc-
tion must be available. For certain perennials the size and
nature of the seed bank must be described (for instance,
for certain tree species there is a need for life history
tables of reproductive efforts and mortality rates by age).
For a transgenic plant that out-crosses to a wild relative,
net fitness components specific to the crop-wild hybrid
may be necessary.

The Canadian-US bilateral agreement on ecological data is
relatively comprehensive but needs further clarification on
the sequence in which data should be developed and the
case specific needs. Model input must be able to capture
mating success (for example, the difference in flowering
time between source and receptor species, dispersal of
receptors spatially, and out-crossing frequency in natural
settings). The way that data are developed to address gene

flow to wild versus feral needs to be clarified. Data
describing GxE is rather sparse and there is a need to
develop case studies to elaborate the level of detail that
may be required to address environmental interactions.
This may be especially true for genes affecting plant
physiology and responses to biotic and abiotic stresses.

Differing needs for modeling crop-crop versus crop-
native plant gene flow

Workshop discussion centered on transgene spread into
nature (that is, into unmanaged or low intensity managed
ecosystems versus the agroecosystem). There is a family
of related issues regarding risk of crop-to-crop gene flow
that was not explicitly addressed by the Workshop. For
agronomic crops, gene flow is largely managed rather than
assessed (as through use of physical and biological controls
to confine pollen movement and restrict out-crossing
potential). Clearly, however, there is significant overlap in
the data and assessment tools that are applicable to both
crop-to-crop and crop-to-wild gene flow considerations.
First tier assessments of transgene escape have obvious
relevance to both natural and agroecosystems that go
beyond transgene spread. For instance, in order to assess
risks to non-target organisms or of crop contamination, data
are needed to describe transgene escape. If gene transmis-
sion occurs to the breeder�s seed pool (as in the case of
StarLink® corn), then assessment of transgene introgres-
sion becomes an important consideration for designing gene
recall strategies. Additionally, questions concerning plant
invasiveness may be recast to include management prac-
tice and thus address weediness.

Caution is needed in the degree to which distinctions are
made between gene flow to wild/native populations versus
gene flow in agricultural landscapes, because the
agroecosystems have their own diversity that needs to be
managed. As certain transgenes (such as those from Bt)
become commoditized over time, there will be utility in the
use of net fitness modeling and linked tools to better
understand breeding strategies for managing transgene
distribution through the breeder�s seed pool.

Model refinement and verification

A pressing need identified at the Workshop relates to the
appropriate means to calibrate and validate a refined net
fitness model. Model validation, at some level, constitutes a
necessary first step before proceeding to development and
use of a screening level model for regulatory risk assess-
ments. Because the net fitness model looks at transgene
spread in an evolutionary timeframe, validation in its fullest
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sense is highly unlikely. The ability of the model to predict
changes in gene frequency in the model organism Droso-
phila in laboratory environments has been demonstrated by
Prout (1971). However, testing in more complicated
biological systems has not been attempted. Workshop
discussion centered on experimental systems and existing
datasets that are most able to approach the needs for
model calibration and/or validation.

As Muir and Howard have done with transgenic fish, it
may be possible to use a rapidly reproducing species to
develop data over many generations. Arabidopsis appears
a logical choice from this standpoint, as the plant has a
short life cycle, its genetics are well understood, and
transgenics are developed readily. A glasshouse with
Arabidopsis could be modeled as a TPE where environ-
mental zones and spatial structure are present and net
fitness could be considered within the content of GxE. A
potential limitation of Arabidopsis is self-incompatibility;
however this could be made into an advantage in the way
the experiments are conceptualized. Although
Caenorhabditis elegans or Drosophila are potentially
effective model systems, they do not represent the total
range of variables for a plant and do not constitute a useful,
practical model that would allow regulators to have high
certainty in the application of net fitness approaches to
higher plants.

Fundamental data of use for model evaluation may be
available for antagonistic gene models such as insecticide
resistance, sickle cell, or other major gene effects. Antago-
nism may disappear once the background disappears, so
these data may be useful with respect to determining the
degree to which major gene/polygene concepts may apply
to the spread of a transgene into a new background.

Existing data on invasive plant species will prove useful to
considering high level aspects of the net fitness model with
the caveat that direct comparison of invasive genomes
containing tens of thousands of genes to a single gene may
not be appropriate. In one case, the difference is polygenic,
and in the other, monogenic. The impact of gene number on
risk assessment is not clear. Datasets detailing the six net
fitness components may be available and the net fitness
approach also may be quite useful to invasive plant consid-
erations. It may be possible to obtain some estimate of the
genetic correlates of invasiveness across diverse environ-
ments. There is a need to be able to tap into large datasets
at some point, but initially one can use model sensitivity
analysis to determine the degree to which environments
may drive the outcome. A more appropriate model system
would entail an invasive species that out-crosses with a

wild relative in the receiving environment. Data for this
system would closely approximate the case of crop-to-wild
transgene flow.

It may be possible to verify the net fitness model with
existing data on closely related crop and wild species
occupying similar TPE but with differential environmental
responses. Considerable data should be available for sugar
beet and sea beet in Europe; canola (Brassica napus) and
related weed species (field mustard (B. rapa L.), wild
mustard (B. kaber (DC) L.C. Wheeler), and black mus-
tard (B. nigra (L) W.J.D. Koch)) in Europe and North
America; and cultivated and wild sunflower species in
North America (see Stewart et al., 2003).

Furthermore it may be possible to obtain (or develop) data
describing the behavior over initial generations of
transgene-wild crosses. As described earlier, the regulatory
context of the Canadian-US bilateral agreement on ecologi-
cal data provides a mechanism whereby such data may be
generated as part of the deregulation petition for transgenic
plants. Databases exist for transgenic Brassica and cotton
and perhaps afford a useful first case for net fitness
modeling. In addition, a number of transgenic turf grasses
are in the development pipeline and therefore net fitness
modeling of grasses is a possibility.

As a first instance of considering either invasive or crop-
wild models, it may be possible to place life history events
into the model and determine if the model predicts out-
comes that have occurred in nature. More refined model
verification requires data that documents what happens in
the crop-wild cross (or the invasive-noninvasive cross or
the transgenic-wild hybrid) over generations. In considering
a transgene introduced into a receiving population, there
needs to be some understanding of how many generations
are needed to remove the donor background sufficiently to
see the effect of transgene flow into the receiving popula-
tion. Consideration must also be given to what happens to
the neutral fitness factors over time, with respect to
movement from crop-to-wild, and how this relates to the
evaluation of the transgene that may be introduced crop-to-
wild. There was agreement by Workshop participants that
if data were available describing changes in any of these
various hybrids through the early backcross generations to
the wild parent, this might be usefully evaluated by the net
fitness model. A slight degree of change from the BC2 to
BC3 would lessen need for further data development;
whereas, a significant degree of change from BC2 to BC3
would necessitate obtaining data on later generations in
order to increase confidence in assessments using the net
fitness approach.
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Even with incomplete information, the net fitness model
allows us to ask whether we have enough information or
whether additional data may be required. Regardless, a
lingering uncertainty will exist as to whether greenhouse or
small field trials through early generations will be sufficient
to measure the fitness components for transgene entry into
the environment. The greater the number of diverse cases
that can be used for verification, the greater will be the
certainty of model predictiveness.

Toward an integrated risk assessment model for
plant transgene spread

The Environmental Risk Assessment Modeling Workshop
II focused on the use of an integrated net fitness modeling
approach for assessment of transgene spread into natural
environments. There was clear recognition that alternative
needs (crop-to-crop gene flow) and methodologies (spa-
tially-explicit probabilistic modeling) must be considered in
the comprehensive evaluation of risks posed by transgenic
plant deployment. Modification of the net fitness model of
Muir and Howard to include an evaluation of transgene
spread as affected by correlated genes interacting over
environments within the background of natural selection
could be a useful component of a modular system for risk
assessment of transgenic organisms. Verification of the
integrated model reliability for predicting transgene spread
could enable the development of screening tools that
effectively gauge the relative risks posed by transgenic
plant constructs under a host of environmental scenarios.
The availability of such a tool will provide transparent,
quantitative rationale for the nature of data that need to be
developed to support regulatory decision-making in the
area of gene flow.

Within an environment where there are competing re-
search needs for transgenics, there is a continuing need for
appropriate resource prioritization. An integrated net
fitness model evaluating relevant cases should use cost/
benefit analysis to support whether data generation to
reduce uncertainties regarding transgene spread into
natural environments should be a public research priority.
Probably the greatest current impact of the net fitness
approach relates to transgenics in trees and grasses. These
technologies tend to involve fewer companies with fewer
resources; therefore, there is a need for a linkage of public
and private enterprise to assure that there are no unmet
needs with respect to responsibly advancing new innova-
tions in plant biotechnology. Transgenes have been de-
ployed in Brassica and cotton for many years; therefore,
there are fairly rich experimental and monitoring data that
make these crops valuable cases for consideration. Link-

age of the genetic thrust of research to encompass ecologi-
cal consequences and context will better benefit regulatory
decision-making and should attract greater support within
the research community.
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